
Sun
Conure

(Aratinga solstitialis)

Habitat

Venezuela, northern Brazil, and
Guyana are all home to the sun
conure. The sun conure can be
found in dry savanna woodlands
and coastal forests, but it prefers
inland tropical areas. Fruiting
trees and palm groves are their
usual home. Because of habitat
destruction and capture for the
pet trade, the population of this
currently endangered species is
rapidly falling.

STEAM Facts
Science-                    Birds have shown exceptional
ability in terms of speaking and
language. Only humans were supposed
to be capable of such intricate language
activities.

Mango and Polo

                             A team of engineers at
Stanford University has developed robotic
graspers that can be mounted on drones
and allow them to capture objects and
grip diverse surfaces, inspired by how
birds land and rest on branches.

                            Birds' ability to fly
inspired the development of airplanes.
Birds, for instance, utilize their tails as
rudders. Similar qualities have been
integrated into the flying machines that
people utilize.

                           By aiding in the
propagation of the forest, the parrot
performs a vital function in its
environment. Because not all of the
seeds eaten are digested, many are
spread throughout new forest regions by
the birds' guano.

             The lifespans of wild sun conures
are unknown at this time. In captivity,
birds can expect to live for 15 to 30 years.
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About
Animal
Due to its magnificent plumage,
outstanding behavior, and
exceptional quality as a companion
bird, the sun conure is one of the
most popular conures of its size. Sun
conures are vivacious, talkative, and
expressive birds famed for their
beauty and largemouths. The sun
conure is about 12 inches long and is
distinguished by its vivid orange and
yellow color, which is often speckled
with green splotches.

Care Information
When given a shallow water bowl,
the Sun Conures adore bathing and
will splash around every day. Some
parrots, like others, may enjoy a
spritz shower from overhead
misters.

To be healthy, the sun conure
needs a lot of exercise. They are
energetic creatures who require a
lot of room and time to fly around
and explore. They require at least 3
hours every day.

Enclosure
A single pair of medium or large
geese can be kept comfortably in a
shed with a surface area of roughly
2m2. The most common little
garden shed size is 6 by 4ft (1.8 x
1.2m), which has a 2.2m2 floor
surface and would be a fair size,
with some additional room if they
wind up hatching several goslings.

Feeding List

Fruits and
Vegetables

Sunflower
Seeds


